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In 1962 the American Association of State 
Highway Officials presented a method for the design 
·of flexible highway pavements which was based on a 
l~rge scale field studye The steps in the development 
of the basic design method and the assumptions neces-
sary for its application are enumerated and critically 
•discussed in this reporto 
The concept of h~ghway performance was the 
basis upon which the Road Test was evaluated. The 
signifi·cance and validity of using performance expres-
sions to estimate pavement life and strength are dis-
cussed • 
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I~ INTRODUCTION 
In 1962 the American Association of State 
Highway Officials, in cooperation with a wide variety 
of interested states, institutions, industries and 
agencies, completed a comprehensive, full-scale high-
way studyo The analysis and subsequent evaluation 
of the observed performance of the test sections at 
. 
the Road Test led to the development of the AASHO · 
design methodo The resulting design equations and 
charts were· intended to· provide the entire country 
. . 
. 
.with an efficient and practical design method. . ' .. 
I , 
The Road Test experiment design was c~nstruc-
ted so t~at relationships between pavement design, num-
. 
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• ' v' ' • • 
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. . 
.. 
. . . 
'• . 
: .-, ... 
. . ·- . 
. . 
.. 
: -_· . . . ,' 
. '.. 
' 
. . - . . . ~ 
• .. -.· • '. I': 0 ·, N[ • 
.... · .-. 
.. 
.:::: ... ~ ·:.···· establ.is.·hedc .. S.pecial .s.tudies were focused on finding_. ,• . . ' . . . . 
. -- . ' 
the in-place behavior of individual typ~s Of materials · · -~~i i .· ' 
• • • '· . ' - , • -, 
. ._,, ·,. , ;;_ •... .- 11, 1 ' ·'· ~;,'."?·' ,U,f',·~ li'r,\· ' \;.,_ 
- _(- __ ·_ .~_._?~_Ji~.;;;;.tf:Jr1~_-.:~_._'.·.'~.~~--_:;_·~~:::.-. ·.·"'_-~.t_··';_~}~~~~~=-.~t".(.;.t~4,,.tJi['Y/.!·t.~ .. " ..':-• ,.r1:···,,,c,., .. i.,1·~ . 
' ···:.. . • . . . . 
. 
. 
~• . D 
. 
. • . , ,,;,>,~, ... ~,; ,,/,,:1\·. ~ .... ;\' ~· ,>>-,,~•·:>, •'., ,: .,··., o' 
,1 
,,i•c\.iJ.,.L'*'-" :c conunonly used c.1:n highway constru:t1on. Attention was ....... · ' · I 
. also -directed towards i.ncluding the i·nfluences of envi-
. 
- - ',. - .~·-.s.'. ,,:: •. ~...... 
_.._· __ ~ ..••. ; :;-.i.}q-·.·; . 
.. 
that~ sp~cif ic structural coefficients and soil .. support . ' . - . . ,_ 
.. terms be assigned to the pavemeht and ·subgr~de materials. 
__ Tb~se terms-.. reflect: a material 0·s strength and suitability, · . . / . . . . . . . . . . . 
; 
-
.. • ... - -





~ · in the highivay G In add.i tion, the effects of environ-
mental conditions must be assessed and represented by 
a regional factoro Finally, the traffic anticipated 
over the life of the roadway must be estimated and 
reduced to a number of applications of a standard 
reference axle loado 
The history and development of the Road Test 
equations, and their extension to performance studies, 
will be discussedo The background and significance of 
the required design values, as well as current methods~ 
of obtaining them, will be discussed and ev~luated. 
.• 
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II@ DEVELOPMENT OF THE AASHO DESIGN METHOD 
2~1 The AASHO Road Test 
The AASHO Road Test was a highway research 
project sponsored by the American Association of State 
Highway Officials, in conjunction with many private 
and public sponsors, for the purpose of examining the 
behavi9r of typical highway pavements and structures 
under full scale conditions. 
A carefully planned experiment design was de-
veloped in which both flexible and rigid pavements of 
known layer thicknesses were constructed in six traffic 
loops in order to examine the interrelations between ~.::. ' ..... ., 
thicknesses, and m~gnitude and frequency of loading. 
A complete description of the road ·test facilities are 
give.n -in the -Highway .·Res,earch Board· Special Report N.os~. 
61B· an~ 61C, (1962)~ 
- ... 
. ':.. . . :.-: ::. -~ ...... ,:_· ·- . . · ·- -- . .. 
. 
. 
· 'l'he scope, magnitude_ and· duration of -the Road· 
. 
. 
__ Test greatly @xceeded · any such _-previ~usly completed 
= ---==- - --~- -. --- ---- . ------:---.•,:-- .r ·--·---~. -_:::·~ 
-5. 
. ': ·, 
- ' ... • . 
. . -
.. 
. . . 
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First among the list of care_fully chosen Road 
·Test objectives stated by the National Advisory Committee 
~as to determine the significant relationships between 
Jload a.nd performance for various_ thicknesses of uniform _ 
-pavement components -constructed on a uniform basement 
soilo The results were then to be examined in light of 
variations in climate, soil type, materialsp construction 
practice and traffic typeo 
-· .. :-~ . 
. To accompllsh this objective, the Advisory 
Committee chose to develop the concept of performance in 
.terms of a highwayvs capacity to serve the traveling 
publico The level of quality, or serviceability, was 
-based on a subjective, zero to-five .rating scale estab-
lished from rider reactio~ tc, ~ particular roadway. The 
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For example; good performance is typifiec;l by c.011-tinued 
. 
. 
•' ._ '. 
In order.to ap~ly the-~er:viceability.concept to . 
- .. " . ~ -·--·: . ~ . -
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tfie. actual Road Test .pave~ents·1 rapid,. Simple an~ reproduce~_----: ~ 
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- The· p~ys_ical _c1spects selected as bei-ng indicat-ive. - , _ 
the- ro_ad.·surtace ·quality were si~pe variance,· rutting,_· 
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patching and crackingo Actual test procedures used at the 
Road Test are detailed in I-IR.B Special Report 61E (1962). 
Test vehicles with known axle configurations and 
loads were cycled over each pavement structure at knovm 
frequencieso Periodically, at biweekly intervals called 
index days, the PSI of each section was determinedo Traf-
fic was continued until the PSI dropped to a value of 
loSu indicative of a very low level of serviceability, or 
until the Road Test was terminatede Thus, a complet.e 
performance history of a wide range of combinations of 
types and thicknesses of road pavements were obtained • 
• 
2i2 Road Test Results 
, 
,_ 7. 
. ; .. - ·.·. . . '-:\ ' .. 
-.. '. 
. '. . 
_, ·.' ·~ . 
' ... 
The method w~~reby performance of flexible· 
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. : · .... _ ·: pavements is related to roadway design and number of load .•.• 4 .• • ' • 
· .. -··· . -· .. 
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the loads was related ,to the moisture and temperature 
of the sectionso 
The objective of the Road Test Committee was 
to develop a mathematical model which described the 
performance record curves obtained from all sectionso 
It was assumed that the loss of performance was some 
power function of axl~ load application, expressed as 
. - . . --...: B 
.p. -- Pt = .K Wt .. 
.· •O .. • ....... ' •• ,. ... ,< -. .. 
where p is the initial serviceability index, pt is the O· 
p~esent ser.viceabilit~ index· and wt is the~- accumulated 
. 
) 
. axle loads (b.oth at. time = t), and K and a ·are terms 
. 
"·,1 
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resulting value into Eqo (1) yields: 
rJ s ( t) 
p 
which expresses pt at any intermediate time in terms of 
initial and final values of PSI and intermediate and 
final loads. 
Rearranging Eq. (3) and converting to logarith-
mic form results in, 
-
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~- G = S (log wt - log p) . . . . , • ! . 
.. (4) . . . . ' . 
. . 
where G is defined as the known quantity: 
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A A A fa D + a D + a D +a) l L 3 o • 1 l 2 2 3 3 4 2 . pm------~----~-------~~~~~~~~-------L )Ai 2 
wbers a1 $ a20 a3 = structural coeffic.ients related to 
- m.aterial strength: a = a coefficient related to the sub-4 
grade strength; o1 , n2 , o3 = layer thicknesses~ in inches, 
. of the surfacep base and subbase, respectively; L1 = 
-
nominal axle load in kips; L2 = an_axle code, (1 for single 
axles, 2 for tandem . aJ:{les) o The remaining term,s are 
mathematical constants used in the analysis. 
The exact method ~f solving Eqso (6) and (7) is 
beyon~ the scope of this discussiono However, statistical 
• arialysis of the Road.Test.data, using linear regressional 
-.analysis. techniques to obtain "best fits" of the observecl 
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A significant result from the AASHO Road Test 
is the statistical evaluation of the structural coef-
ficients (a1, a 2 , a 3 ) which reflect the in-place 
behavior of each pavement layer (D1 , n2 , D3 )e 
.2o3 Design Eqftat!ons 
A main objective of the AASHO Committee was to 
transform the results of the performance study into a 
useful design method (Langsner, Huff & Liddle, 1962)0 
The method considers not only pavement design and number 
of load applications, but also parameters reflecting· 
both subgrade soil support and regional effects o ·. 
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structural number and performance was obtained by adopting 
an 18k single axle load as a standard and solving Eqs& {8) 
-_··and (9).8,c'J:e.spectively, for ·a and Pe These two quantities 
were then -substituted into. Eq.·_ (4) which· could then be ··' .. .. 
. ' ' 
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· .reduced a.n.d rear_~c1nged ·-~·!; .... 
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serviceability from an initial high of p0 to any inter-
mediate value, pt' for a pavement having a structural 
number of SNo 
-12 
.. 
The next step in formulating the qesign procedure 
was to expand Eqo (11) to include soil support and regional 
influences beyond the limited conditions which prevailed 
at the Road Test siteo 
The AASHO Conunittee realized that the behavior 
of a road is significantly effected by environmental 
factors ·such as temperature, rainfall and drainage condi-
tionsc In order to relate the test results obtained from 
the single test site to a wide variety of possible condi-
tions elsewhere in the· country, the Design Committee 
.. 
deyeloped the concept of a regional or environmental factor. . . ' . • . t., -~ 
· ·- -·: · •· --- . ·. ·, · T~is -term woulq. modify the fundanient~l design equations . . , . . , .. • .. 
· · for. national use.-
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log Wie - log C}> + log w18 
It \-\fas ten ta ti vely estimated that the value of 
R ranged from 0.2 to SoO as the road bed strength de-
creased due to environmental factorso 
In order to expand the design method to encompass 
soil support conditions beyond the single roadbed con-
structed at the AASHO Road Tes_t, the Design Cammi ttee 
established a 10 point soil support scale with the intent 
that soils of different supporting characteristics could 
be evaluated and correlated with the scale. 
) 
A soil support value, (SS = 3), was arbitrarily 
assigned to the roadbed whi.ch underlaia a typical pavement 
with a structural number of l-e98o The total number of 
,_, load applications,· for typical pavements, was t;iistr_ibuted. 
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Thus, the two conditions of soil support, load 
applications and struc·tural nt1mber allo,ved a scale to be 
set up by assuming a linear distribution between the 
values of 3 and 10~ 
If the effect of axle loads is assumed to vary 
with some function of the soil support, f(SS), then 
W n 18 
or in loga~ithmic form 
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log w1a~ log f(SS) + log w1s ' .. - - . -, 









loads which have the same ability to deteriorate a. 
' given pavement· constructed qn- ro~dbeds of soil s~p,po:r.t ·. · \, 
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Again considering the two values of Wia = 245 
- 1000 for accumulated axle loads corresponding 
to SS0 = 3 and SSi = 10, the value of f(SS) from Eqa (14) 
was found to be 4000 Applying ~this value, as well as the 
scale values of soil support, to Ego (17) results in a 
proportionality constant of Oo372o 
The general relationship for any soil support 
. -
value of SS, referenced to the AASHO roadbed, becomes 
. ..... -
. - .. ,· log· f(SS) = 0.372 (SS - 3.0) . , 
i 
·, . 
and the variation . in allowable loads may be :1expressed · by · 
Eq. (15) a~ 
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- 1,094 0~40 + 5 19 
-(SN +. 1) e iv u = 18 
or in logarithmic form, 
+log(!) - Oo20 + G R 0 _40 + 1,094 
t (SN+ 1)5.19 
The resulting design charts, ·as shown in Fig. 
(2), were constructed for specific limiting service-
. abilities (Langsner, Huff and Liddle, 1962)0 It was 
reasoned that terminal values of PSI (or pl) for 'high 
. ·type-an~ secondary roads of 2.5 and 2o0g respectively, 
would result in satisfactory_service over the design life. 
A recent i-ndependent study sponsored by HRB 
. verified tl}e :AASHO design procedure and charts wi·thin 
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load applications o lio't"'ever O since the basic design 
~~·~qu.ations are in terms of total accumulated axle loads, 
.any other design life period may be used provided that 
th.ta total number of load app1-ications is Jcnoim o 
follo'tvs: 
. . 
A list of required design variables is as 
lo Structural coefficients based on material 
properties~ 
·2 .. · Layer thicknesses. 
3~ Daily 18k equivalent axle· load applications. 
4. Soil ·support based on subgrade strength. 
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5.. Regional factor based on environmental 
conditions • ---
. . The success of the resulting pavement in carrying 
,_ . 
· .:-fthe reqq-ired traffic through reasonable vaJ.ues of -service-
ability. over.· the design period will.depend upon· the a~curacy_ 
·_ :of-·the --variables listed above. Current thinking regarding 
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III0 PERFORMANCE 
3 o 1 Uses for the Per£ orma'nce Concept 
The importance attached to the coI?,cept of 
performance by highway researchers was suggested in 
Chapter IIo The fundamental ideas underlying service-
ability and the actual development of a practical rating 
system have been established (Carey and Irick, 1960) o A 
great deal of emphasis has been placed on the relation-=-
ship between initial pavement design and the deterioration 
resulting from load applications • 
I 
. • j . One major area of highway research following 
t 
.the Road Test was· the development of mathematical formu-
. . 




from the various test sections~ In general,. these e-qu.ations . · 
relate values of performance and wheel load· applications 
·- ,. to ·various parameters. In turn, · attempts ·have been made · . . • . • t • . 
,_ 
.. 
. - -·-"· . . 
... ·._._·, ,/,,,, .,., .. ,.· .. ·to. eval-g.ate: the~~. parameters in·. term$ . of . initial val\lf"..,, ' of ,a.;::,,sc-~0,,,, .. ,; 
. . . . . 
. . ' 
. 
. - -layer ·thickness and composition, · soil support _ and climate~ • I 
·. . .. 
. _-.- · _.. ·_· · The AASHO equations developed -in: Chapter II are but ·on~.,}?f _ 
~ • #. • 
. ; ., . 
-~, 
- . ,·t . . . . 
. the existring· model~ ·develop·ea to describe the p.erformance. -· _ -
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-_ · Three· general areas of us"e have been_ established,-
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~-for -the_ performance relatio:q.shipso The first· i·s- to estimate. 
. pavement. life ba$ed on a relatively .· few number. of o:bserve·a 
s~rviceability _ rating~~ . The second- i~ to ··_relate· ·p.erform_ance_ '"·:··. -· 
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·to ;structural designe, Finally 8 measures of composite 
·-strength have been correlated to serviceability ivi th the 
hope that these studies \ivil;t aid in the basic under-
.. standing of roadv1ay behavior e-
3"2 Estimating Pavement Life 
. :iEbere· are numerous advantages.to both researchers 
--19 
and maintenance forces if the life expectancy of a road can 
be approximately dete~ined by a rel~tively few simple 
~ . 
. . 
--measurements taken .years in; advance ·of predetermined te~inal. 
condi.t.ions Gt Several mathematical models wil_l be presented 
and their applicability to the prol:>1em will be examined-. 
·-fte gene~al AASHO equa·tion, as expressed previously, 
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A model of similar form was advanced by Irick 
in the preliminary satellite study guidelines (Irick and 
. 
Hudson, 1964) as 
ti b w 
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r 11 . 
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where b' and r' are ·terms dependent upon the highway 
design. • 
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Converting Eq·. (3) into lqgari thmic form and 
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· the AASHO equation beco~es: 
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~hereby appropriate plotting yields both the slope, B, 
and the, intercept, A, of the straight line~ 
The object of prediction studies is to obtain 
observed values of serviceability corresponding to known 
values of accumulated axle loadso The manner in which 
·the equations are used, and the resulting accuracy of 
-·the answers,· depends .upon the number of· qbservations and 
the prope_r conversion of mixed traffic to equivalent 
axle loads. 
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calculated$ Then, with both A and B defined, a desired 
terminal serviceability, generally about 2o5, is used 
to solve the basic equations for Wto 
• 
The need to estimate Bis eliminated if two or 
more data points are obtainedo Irick presented an ex-
pression for the performance index for multiple data 
points based on Eqo (26), as 
I . • . •. 
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where y is the ·ave~age.of observed values Y = log Wt 
. . 
·and Xis the average of the observed-values X = log log I • 
. Po/p • 
. t 
Bi is defin~d as: 
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out that within a relatively short period of three years 
the results have not proved encouraging"' Hotiever, the 
final verifica·tion of these techniques \/'lill require many 
years of studyo 
• 
3o3 Performance as Related to Structural Design 
The final expressions of the AASHO Road Test 
analysis., Eqs o (8) to (9) p indicate that the variables 
p and 8 may be sucessfully predicted by mathematical 
models which contain basic material type and layer 
. ' 




' . . : . \ Additional analysis of the AASHO Road Test data 
· · ~y HRB resulted in the following. performar,.ce equation 
· (Irick,and Hudson, 1964) 
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Painter's work also was directed towards 
breaking down the deterioration rate parameter into 
design and climate factors (Painter, 1965) & The 
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original form of the performance equation 
was revised to 
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. ·w~ere. ·ai to a3. in ·the above equation are_ '.Painter's derived· 
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factors may be tied together into various equations 
~,hich give reasonable estimates of the number of wheel . 
. lo·ads required to reduce a roadway to a given level of 
. ·serviceability o 
.However 6 -the methods. of analysis used requi·re 
--a large number of sections i"7i th carefully selected 
"·variations in layer thicknesses and material in order 
. 
tllat significant trends develop and can be analyzed o • 
Unfortunately" conditions such as these have only be~n 
available at the Road Teste The complete reduction of 
performance data to yield structural coefficients and 
.allowable axle loads is not practical for satellite 
· study programs o Current research trends are toward · . · 
. .. 
. 
. finding this type of information from other sourc~s such 
. 
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where A~ and Al are numerical constants and Sis a 
quan·ti ty, such as the Benkelman Beam deflection, which 
reflects total composite strengtho This relationship 
will be examined more closely in Chapter IV, but is 
presented to introduce the fact that Benk~lman Beam 
·deflections can be related to, wheel load applications. 
Pavement behavior analysis at the Texas 
Transportation Institute has related Benkelman Beam 
deflections to in'i tial pavement design through the use 
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- log w. - log log ( 0 ; ) ~ Pt 
or more commonly expressed as 
w 
QL log [log t ] - Po log Pt ~ 
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whe.;re·· Q. is the performarice·: .reduced to 18 kip· equivalent 
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3.5 Methods of Obtaining the Present Serviceability 
Index 
The serviceability of a roadway section at the 
' 
Road Test was found to be related to the slope variance, 
-28 
rut· depth and amount of cracking and patching. Descriptions 
of the AASHO longitudinal profilometer for measuring slope 
variance, the transverse profilometer and gauges used to 
obtain the rut depth and methods for obtaining cracking 
., 
and patching have b_een well documented (Carey, Huckins 
• 
and Leathers, 1962; H.RB Special Report 61E, 1962). 
Many recent advanced and alternate methods for 
de1:ermining9the above mentioned quantities_have_been sug-
gested (Yoder and Milhous, 1944; Holbrook, 1969; Phillips 
and Swift, 1969) •. : The object of such work is to dete:,;mine 
. . ~ 
. -·----- ................. 
' 
- . the.PSI rating of a roadaS. rapidly.as possible with.accurate, 
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IV~ EVALUATION OF STRE~JGTI-I OF PAVE.fvlEl~T C0~1PONENTS 
4el Basis for Structural Coeffi6ients 
·The evaluation of the structural coefficient 
terms was one of the most significant results of the 
Road Testo The analysis of the test data produced 
definite numerical evaluations .of t~e contributing 
effects of various types of materials·with~n the road-
wayG The concept of structural coefficients and their 
~ 
use to determine the structural number of a pavement, 
. 
. as expressed by Eqo (10), has become an integral part 
·. of the AASHO design method. The essential idea is that 
-29. 
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· d~:fferent road bui.lding ma~erials possess varying 
' . 
. · - . 
.. ' ' 
. ·, ·: 
• ';a. 
-···---'-'"·"'..;,::-c:har a cter is tics which, when assigned a numerical coef- .· 
. .. ~ .. 
ficientu may be properly related to the overall design. . . . .. -. . 
' . 
. ' ' 
. ' ' .. Por .·everyday use of the AASHO design .method,. th~ corre·c.t . . ·-. _ : ·· _-·: : 
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·cons.ider the .structural coefficients· as .being·. specific· . --- . . ' . . . 
. and ·furtcl~meritai _· material properties·' whi~h. may either . b.e ' ' . 
found or· assumed for design ·purposes. Howeve~,. clos.e 
-t, . 
.: . . '" 
)- . , . . . . 
.. -~ . 
. ... -~---------·· --------~ 
examination of the background of the coefficients 
indicates that they are inherently tied directly to 
the Road Test pavernentso Ignoring this fact will 
result in improper use beyond the original intent and 
meaning of· the valueso 
The structural coefficients are valid only 
-: for layered systems arra!}ged as those at the Road Test, 
org in other words, the relative positions of the sur-
.. 
,_, ' 
face 9 base, subbase and subgrade must be maintained. 
Further, the values are dependent not only ripen material 
composition but also upon the layer thi.ckness. In ad-
• ',-i - . 
_dition, the relative proportions of surface, base and 
subbase must be held to within the limits of the secti.ons 
ex·amined at the Road Test •. . . ,' . 
- . - : 
.. ~- . 
,. . 
The l9ading condi tio.ns at· the Road Tes·t were 
very· well defined in terms of speed, m~gnitl.ide,· direction: 
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uncorrected for environ.mental ef fee ts are used, another 
set of structural coefficients are obtained (HRB Special 
Rtaport 61E,. 19 62) ,r, Therefore i the coefficients are 
dependent not only upon environmental factors at a 
proposed highway location, but also upon how well the 
~actors were initially evaluated and used in the basic 
analysis.· 
The structural coefficients ·assumed for materials 
used at the test site, and those calGulated or a~sumed for 
.materials used .in other locations, must be regarded with 
ca.re since their correct use -ultimately involves many 
·factors beyond individual physical properties. 
• • • '. . I • 
.. 
. . .... ,. '•' .• 
.· C.·.2 Evaluation of the Structural Coefficients 
The intent of the Design Committee was. to _ provide ._ · 
• l ' ' • 
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· .. structural coefficients for many basic road· building _mate; · 
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n~ coefficients for other m;terials used ~hl:'ou9'hout the- ·> · 1 
· -· - country (Irick, 1964; - Irick and Hud~on, 1964) • - How~ver ,. 
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rials which would serve the majority of design· situati~ns. 
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4.2.·1 .· Correlation ·studies 
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correlation studieso In general, standard laboratory 
tests measuring readily obtainable properties, such as 
cohesion, shear strength, stability or bearing strength, 
are performed on materials similar to the Road Testo 
The tests are repeated on materials of varying qualities 
used by the particular stateo Ratios, relative scales 
or graphs are then establisheda 
Many states, such as Illinois, performed tests 
on the actual components used at the Road Testso Relative • 
ratings for stabilized base courses were developed by 
• knowing, 1) coefficients and laboratory values for AASHO 
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• • . 1-
· values for similar, but uns~abilized, AASHO materials.· 
Gr~phs for. finding .the coefficients of other stabilized _ ·. 
bases were then con·structed based on· the two known · 
• 
- • • I , ·,, • t ; 
. . . I - . ~ 
.. - reference points (C~astain and Smith; 1965). 
~ . 
' 
. An exten'sive .-survey of current methods . for 
. . 
- .. 
1.: :~st~bli.sh~ng or .modifying .th~ coefficients ind-icates a 
·, 
- .. 
. . . 
·variety of approaches. for analyzing· the layer -~omponents_ · · , -·_. ·. ~ .. ·. . . .- -~ -
.. 
- .... _.,. _____ - ... 
(McCul_lough and Van- Til, . 19 6 8.) :,~ 
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·. - Marshall Stability 0 : Texas.· triaxial" triaxia_l and cohesio- .· 
,, 
. . . . ··~.-··meter tests •. In addition, ·variable·s _such-·.a$·· composition 
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and abrasive properties are sometimes includede Ce.ment 
st.abilized bases are commonly evaluated on the basis of 
7~ay unconfined compressive strengthe Untreated granu.,... 
·lar bases and subbase are related to. R-value i CBR and 
triaxial tests$ 
, 4e2~2 Estimation and Judgement 
The AASHO Guidelines emphasize the fact "that 
ra.tionalizationu judgement and experience must be used 
-33 
t 
in order to successfully apply the Road Test coefficients.'· 
~ny states, such as Illinois, Pennsylvania and New Jersey, 
use the assigned values without modification, whereas others 
prefer to reduce the coefficients in order to compensate. 
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--~ --and · substandard constru~tion techniques. ·. 
- . 
... .. 
. - . ,;-
. · ... · 
- .. New ._materials are of.ten ranked s~rict:ly-by 
• • 
. .w • ' 
·. jµdgement. - For. ·example, ·Massachusetts use·s a crushed stone-. 
-
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individual use and modification of the values is and will 
continue to be based strongly on individual judgement 
and long term experience with the AASHO design method$ 
4.3 Direct Evaluation of Material Equivalencies 
Due to the lack of readily available, straight-
forward methods of evaluating pavement structural coef-
ficients, a great deal of research is directed towards 
determining equivalencies or relative rankingso The 
purpose of these laboratory and field tests is to isolate 
some specific property or set of properties which reflect 
. . . 
-. ... 
... 
·_,,the materials inherent strength. These test values are . .. ~· .. . ·-.. ,. 
. then used _as a basis for evaluating the suitability of 
t · the material-~.within a pavell'!ent structtir~. Equivalency 
·tests are used both to rank dissimilar materials with one. 
·. ·. ) .· · . another, or, more conunonly, to rank or rate similar 
·materials~ ·Standard quality control tests . would· ·f,al-~ 
"' 
,• '7 •. -. into~the latter classification. -- ,' I 
. . ' 
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• 
of the properties sought, and techniques used, are similar 
for various types of materialso For this reason, methods 
rather than specific layer materials will be discussedo 
• 4 o 3., 1 a() ~:ioduli Tests 
Moduli of materials are of p·rime importance for 
they are directly related to the load, stress, and 
. -deformation properties of a- materialo The objective of· 
·these studies is to define a relationship or moduli which 
. 
realistically relates some loading condition to the 
resulting strain& These values are then used to directly 
rank material effectiveness or used to calculate known .. 
field load~deflection conditions based on some asswned 
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unconfined sample and£ is the resulting vertical strain 0 
as recorded by SR-4 strain gages mounted on the specimen~ 
, The dynamic stiffness modulus, E 8 u was ~ound by 
loading small beam samples of stabilized materials under 
dynamic conditions~ The modulus, 
(3 1 2 4a.2) · E ·= P. a 
-
s 48 Id-' 
• is a function of the applied load, P the beam dimensions,. 
1 ~~d g moment o~.inertia, !_and the observed deflection, 
··d' 
• • 
.... - . r-~ 






' . A third .repeated lo~d ·p~ranleter~ the. modulus of· 
· resilient deformation, is a dynamic triaxial test.· The 
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s11rface base and subgrade material produced the same 
relationship (Seed, Mitry, Monisrnith and Chan, 1967) o 
A second expression, 
M = K fl ' ' eN' r .. 
was also fo11nd by the latter experimenters, where K' '' 
and N 11 are constants, e.= cr1 .+ o-2 + cr3 " a1 is the 
. , 
vertical str~ss and cr2 and cr3 are the lateral stresses. 
The laboratory determined moduli are intended 
•. 
to show the stress-strain r~lationship which ·exi'sts for 
a particular material after many rep@titions .ofJload.· 
· .It has been found· that the-behavior may be co~sidered 
essentially elastic af·ter many loading cycles, and as 
· many as 10 4 to 105 applications· are· frequently applied 
_.to reach conditions which are assunied to exist in . 
· . : ·higtiway pavements •. 
. . 
. 
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be carefully and realistically definedo Although 
parallel trends are observed, the moduli values from 
the various tests do not agree due to the differences 
, 
in testing techniqueso 
· ·An interesting addition to the dyn~ic complex 
modulus test is that Poisson's ratiov µ,maybe readily 
obtained by mounting an additional strain gage horizontal-
ly on the sarnpleo The ratio was found to be frequency and 
temperature dependent. 
' \ 
~.3.1 b. Seismic Tests 
.. 







. ' . 
.. ... 
A relatively new technique·of measuring seismic 
w~ves provides an alternat~ method for the laboratory 
determination of fundamenta·1 physical properties. The 
. . . 
. . , 





· ... material is ·directly proportional to its elas,tic properties.:· ·. : ... :_ :· '.: ( 
~. 
~· .. , . 
. . ' . . 
. 
· . The exact nature of SE;!ismic _.measurements is not completely. ' .,.. . ' 
. 
. . 
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·" · , · · > be used ·to obtain relative· rankings ·of. material ·:str.en.gth. 1)i ·. 
However, the fact. must be kept in_ minq that these tests .·· · -· 
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. .. h .. h exist 1.n a . 1.g v1ay C> A second serious drawback to the 
c-anventional tests is that they are not generally 
applicable to all road building materialso 
Additional tests not mentioned( in Sec~ 4 "2 1vlhich 
may be used to obtain relative strengths of stabilized 
materials are the Hveem Stability, ultimate tensile and 






. ~thods for asphaltic materials, such as creep, relaxation 
and viscosity tests,·have been reported (finn, 1967.). 
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· 4.--3.2 Field Test Methods. 
. 
. There are several significant advantages in 
·field testing as contrasted.to laboratory.testing. The 
final objective of this form of research work is to 
evaluate· the behavior of highways. In thi·s se.nse, field .. 
tests tend· to be more realistic in ·that they obtain some_. 
' .. ·:· form qf response from an actual pavemen.t system which 
· .. ref1ects.,· in ~any case·s, the total environment of the 
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'in the·>results·&· .. · Field testing, in man~·· i.ns-tance$·,. also· . 




·· avoids· ·Sample· size problems or. scale factors ~e~d.ed ·to .. • . . 1, 
· -relate laboratori, ·tests. to field .conditions.: ··s.ince some·. ·--. 
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field testing procedures are applicable to all layers, 
the discussion of those methods will also include . 
evaluation of the subgrade layer@ 
4o3e2 a~ Vibratory Methods 
The principle behind vibratory or seismic 
testing, as noted in Seco 4~2o2 b, has been adapted for 
field use in order to obtain in-situ properti~s of 
material layerso The first property which may be examined 
is the velocity of compression wave transmissiono As \ 
, previously stated 0 the velocity is related to the elastic 
properties of the materialo The dynamic modulus of 
elasticity may be computed as, 
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subgra~e._mate~ial. has· been establis~ed · · (Heukelom and 
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good agreement between vibratory techniques and the use 
of large sized plate-load equipmentc 
A second pavement property, the dynamic stif-





where 5° is the dynamic stiffness, Fis the applied 
dy~amic forqe and. z is the resulting pavement ~isplace-
ment. The total stiffness of a layered system may be 
re·lated to 1) · the elastic stiffness and 2) the moving 
mass. and damping effects e-. . The ·elastic stiffness, Re , 
is independent-~ of frequen_cy and is more· closely 
. 
. . related t·o actual highway load-response conditions 
'(Heuk.elom/l · 1961) o · 
. 
. R' is related to the elastic'properties·of·a 
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·_ : . . · · ratio ·and, t.he stress disttributioh beneath . the loaded· 
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q, Ri = <P· q a' E' s s 
t"'lhere Eu is the dynamic modulus of the soil II R il and s 
. p 
R 0 are the elastic terms for the pavement and soil, and s 
~ is a function developed by the theoretical analysis 
of layered systems (Henkelorn·and Klomp, 1962)0 
The vibrational responses of pavement structures 
. to complex seismic waves has been applied to predicting . 
actual pavement deflections under moying tr~ffico Theor-
·etical mechanical models have been formulated containing 
. 
sue~ parameters as mass, stiffness and damping factors, 
. . 
-which represent.the pavement behavior (Szendre and I . ! 











_: : ' . 
·- The operation -of two currently avail~ble vibratory· 
--. . ,. . · · ... ·:-. ::'-·,_··_-.. ::·_·systems, the Lane-Wells _Dynaf·lect and the Shell Vibrator, ··.-... ""! •• 
·were revie~ed by the Texas Tran~portation Institute 
. . 
' . (Schrivner and Moore, 1968) • 
. · .~· ... ~: " 
Use of the Dyriaflect .in obt~ining relative· ·_ 
·--.~----· ·---· .- . 
-
. 
, -.. ported- (Sch~ivner an~ Moore, 196~) ·• __ Rela~ive · rankings 
·-were. obtained·, by observing the Dynaf iect def lection·s for " - . . 
- . 
. 







. · · -• '·laiyer thi·ckneSSe The· ·-surface .. deflections w~re then 
. related to· the material._preperties. by _mathematical· models-: -
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for layered .systems... Good agreement was obtained t~1ith 
·other ranking methods bt1t Schrivner and Moore concluded 
thatg at that time, informa~tion provi.ded by one set of 
aflect readings was not sufficient to determine the 
~ 
-relative stiffness of each layer o 
C'urrentlyQ devices such as the Dynaflect are 
-most commonly used for quality control measurements 
~during highway constructiono Relative measurements may 
-be readily obtained which yield ratings_ or evalua~ions of 
. uniformity based on layer stiffness (Swift, 1966). 
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·'?he use of plate-load tests would appear to 
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. .. ' • I -. . . ~ 11e:· the. most · reliable and direct method of obtaining 
. realis~ic Sitrength values based on layer properties, s_ince . · 
·the··magni·tude of the applied load and extent of ·influence 
on the pavement ·system is similar to the actual· vehic·le 
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The surface deflection, w, of a rigid plate 
on a two-layer system has been theoretically established 
as 
w= 
wheres is the applied pressure in psi, r is the plate 
radius in inches, E2 is the modulus of elasticity of the 
lower layer and F is a dimensionless constant which l!l 
depends upon the ratio of the moduli of layer 1 and 




layer 2 as well as the ratio between the depth of layer 
1 to the radius of the plate (Burmister, 1943). The 
. ...... . . . 
. . 
above e~pression is valid for homogeneous, isotropic 
. 
_.!/ 
elastic solids which are continuous across the inter-
. face between the two layers. Burmister · has pupli_shed 
,t ~ • • ' ...... 
- .... , -- ·- .. -· .. ---. -.-
. graphical relationships b~tweeri E1/E2 , _h/er and !w whe_~e .· 
.,. h is the dep~h of -the · upper layer. . -
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then be evaluated for the subgradeq In normal.testing 
procedures the load, and hences, is increased until a 
given deflection of normally Oo2 inches is obtainedq 
Repeating the plate-load test on the surface results in 
the determination of a value for F from which the w 
modulus of· the upper layer may be determined (McLeod, 
1963)e 
An alternate approach is to perform several 
plate-load tests on the pavement surface with varying 
sized plateso The load requir~d to obtain a Oo2 inch 
. deflection is graphically related to the radius of each 
plate usedo A similar theoretical curve is theti fourtd 
/ 
.by trial ~nd error.· A ratio E1/E2 and a value for E2 
• 
. .e-
are assumed, and with.a known h/r ratio,.a value of 
F . .- ·is obtained which will· produce a calculated load . w ~ 
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compositely, resulting in a combined or effective modulus (McLeod, 1965)0 McLeod found that stepwise approximate 
applications of two layer theory to multi-layer conditions 
lead to relatively poor results even if all layer moduli 
are considered equalo 
A recognized limitation of the plate-load test 
is that the plate 0 s supporting power is related to the 
perimeter/area ratio of the plate itselfo As .this ratio . 
decreased with increaiing plate size the allowable pressure 
required to reach a specified deflection decreases (Campen 
. 
. and Smith, 1947). --In addition, the rate of loading, the 
l 
~agnitude of the deflections ob~ained, the layer thicknesses 
and the material type all contribute to variations in 
. moduli calculated by plate-load tests. 
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•··• i · .. · .. ~where · m is the perillleter . shear in .lbs/in, · n · is the · 
· devel!,)ped pressu~e i_n psi,. P is the ·applied load -_ and 
. 
. ),,, 
· - · ·is· the cross· sectional ar~a of th~ .. plate. (Ingimarsson·; 
. . ... ~ . 





An extensive study of the Hybal Valley tests 
:found a total of thirteen independent factors affecting 
·the test results (Kondner and Krizek, 1961; 1966) a The 
· results of a dimensional analysis of the test results 
-shav,ed that hyperbolic equations could be used to 
' 
-explain the ·effects of temperature .v repeated loadings 
plate size 0 pavement thickness and material strength. 
A simple, straightforward approach was used 
by Oklahoma to evaluate the.load_ supporting capacity ·of 
various layers within a-pavement. The loads required 
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4.3o2 Ca The Benkelman Beam 
The Benkelman Beam is a simple, mechanical 
device used to measure pavement deflections under actual 
wheel load conditions a It was deve~oped in 1953, and 
si~ce that time has. demonstrated its versatility as a 
research tool (Carey, 1953; Carneiro, 1966)0 
The Canadian Good Roads Association has made 
extensive use of ·the Benkelman Beam as a measurement of 
relative pavement strength and as a means of determining 
fluctuations of annual load carrying capacity (Sebastyan, 
1960; Curtis and Shields, 1960). An extensive investiga-
. tion into. procedures, influencing factors and practical 
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··· appiications· for the Benkelman Beam have been reported 
... (Wilkin!;l, 1962). 
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where a is a function of the soil strength and G is s s 
·the equivalency grading of th:e subgrade soil supporto J 
With the exception of the subbase layere the tests 
produced relative strength coefficients in good agree-
ment with those recommended by the AASHO Conunittee 
(Vaswani, 1967)0 
Benkelman Beam tests have been used by the . .. 
- ... . ~. ~ . 
· ·. · ·state of Minnesota in the development of a method for 
predicting allowable axle loads on existing highways 
during periods of spring _thaw. A linear load~deflection· \' - ·_;_, ~I C ti..:'.. · "~ 
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Benkelman Beam measurements have been used to 
determine the modulus of elasticity of individual pave-
ment layers (Walker, Yoder, Spencer and Lowry, 1962) o 
This was accomplished by measuring the deflections at 
the interface of each pavement layer as well as on the 
pavement surfaceo 
• 
Correlations have been established between 
Benkelman Beam and plate-load test results (McLeod, 1965, 
Seb~styan, 1960)0 The load on a large rigid plate 
required to produce a specified deflection was converted 
to the load required to produce a deflection equal to· 
. ·that obtained from the Benkelman Beam testo Relation-
r-~. 
.. . _ . .. : ships between . the composite Benkelman Beam ~nd plate-. .. 
,.,, 
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·1oad moduli were then established. ,.. 
. - .. .. 
Recent .studies.have indicated a reasonable 
correlation exists.between. static Benkelman Beam 
.· .. · ·· · . ;. deflecti·ons and dynamic·. deflections produced by the 
. -: 
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deflections (Zube and Forsyth, 1966)0 Automatic recording 
optical and mechanical devices provide deflection fueasure-
ments mare rapidly and with greater precision than the 
conv~ntional Benkelman Beam (Prandi, 1967)0 
·4.4 p~es for Layere¢1 Elastic Theory 
Highway pavement systems are composed of layers 
of-material constructed on a subgrade to form a structure 
capable of carrying traffic loadso The theory of elastic-
ity, as applied to multi-layered systems has been extensiv-
ely examined in an attempt to understand.the complex load, 
stress 0 deformation relationships which· occur in a_pave-
• 
. . 
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·The· theoretical·behavior·of onet--and ·two-layer 
.· .. ·. .... • ... 
.. · .. ---~-~ ··•ystems ·has been investigated by Westergaard f . Boussinesq .. 
__ . a~d B~rmis_t~:r. (~e~_t;e1:gaf1r_<3:f: J9,~?,t~_ Boussinesq, 1855 and ,. . .. . _·:"''"'·,,-c ___ ~'-.... · _·_;·.·· .. -·-·····',.,.,,,··---~···· ~ ,. ·. ,· ... ; .·. 
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The· 1a·tter two ·theories have received 
( ·. ·_- · .. 
' 
Burmist.er, 1943)0 
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·for i-t. is felt they more· accurat_ely d~ .. scribe . the actual. · 
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relative to the strength of the subgrade (Hagstrom, 
Chambers and Tons, 1965) ... 
~' With the advent of the electronic computer, 
general expansion of layered theory was feasible (Acurn 
and Fox, 1951; Peattie and Jones, 1962) o Theoretical 
stresses and deflections were predictable within the 
upper layers and at layer interfaces for several material 
and continuity conditions • 
Recently, multi-layer programs have been 
-de~eloped for general use which will describe the com-
plete state of stress and strain within any part of a 
' I 
... :·-~ ... ,. multi-layered ·system (Peutz, Jones and Van Kempen, 1968; . . . ) '. -~. 
. '. . - .. - . . . . . . 
· ~ .. : < · ..... · . Warren and Eieckmann, 1963). A great deal of emphasis • • • M • 
' . 
. ' ... 
. . ~'" .. ' .... 
. . -
, .. 
·" ;- : ·- ·., 
.. . .. \ . 
V• is currently beii:ig placed on such solutions and how they 
relate to observed behavior.· The determination of 
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··s_tresses could not be predicted-- by the Boussiri~sq theory •. · 
Th·e deflections· measure.d under repeated-load conditions · 
. . -. . ~ · .. 
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. were· ~et·ter __ · 19redicted by assuming· a homogeneous,,· ani.so.:. ·: · i · · 
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Model tests on tv10-layered systems have been 
e,rarnined (l"1cl\1ahon and Yoder, 196 0) ., In general, the 
observed stresses were. only in fair agreement 'tvi th those 
predicted by elastic theoryo Field studies of three-
layered systems indicate that the distribution of 
-stresses in upper layers of material, such as soil 
. 
. cement or concre·te stabilized bases t7 can best be approxi-
mated by ·the Burrnister theory o The material 11 s ability 
to carry tensile stresses accounts 0 in part, for this 
.. agreemt::nto The Boussinesq stress distribution appears 
more applicable for untreated granular and asphaltic · 
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The surface deflections ··observed by_ repeat-
. . . 
. 
. ·: ; .... - -. · l.oad plate-load tests on several multi-layer sys.terns 
. ; ' 
_. . . have· been predicted with good agreement by.using multi-. . 
'. "'.. - ' . layer ·analysis (Seed,· Mitry, Monismith and Chan, 196.7). 
. . 
-
r An extensive series of labor·atory repeated-lc;,ad.- triaxial 
. . j\ . .• . 
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tests·. were· performed ·to determine how various factors · · · - .. . !ti .  
( 
-_:;affected the resilient modulus. 
- . ·. I The large,-scal-e -system _: ---:· · -------· --- ------- -- · · · . f: 
. ·.. . .. - • t\ 
I · · was· then examined, using the Boussin_esq theory, to~ 
· ... : determine the .confining pressure at_. various points · · .. - ... : ... -. . . . 















. . were se~ected· <:>n the ba·sis· of the· number of load. cycl'.es· - , 
. 
----
.· .anc.f conditions· ·Qf ·confining .pressure. 
. 
. 
.The ... predicted .-
.. 
.. . 
·_. --·deflections· were based .on ·the. summa·t·ion of· individua·1 · 
. J. 
-.·_- · . deflections calculated from each.incremental. ·divi,sion· 
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4o4~3 Predicting Material Equivalencies 
The behavior of three-layer pavement systems, 
based on assumed models, has been used as a means of 
developing theoretical design methods (Dorman and 
Metcalf, 1965) o The elastic properties of the three 
_layers, the loading conditions and the number of 
repetitions were defined~ Design criteria were selected 
as limiting values of vertical compressive strain in the 
subgrade and tensile strain within the asphalt layere 
The individual depth of surface and base required to 
~aintain acceptable limits of strain were plotted 
graphically against one another. This allowed all 
~lternate designs to be shown graphically. ThE4 equiv-
·alency ratio between the surface and base for any suitable 
combinations of either material was .also obtained. 
A similar three~layer investig~tion was per-
formed using an assumed pavement model with a specified 
loading·condition. Laboratory determined values Q_f t.he .. : . . . ' ... 
-· . ~ .,.,·,:--,·~~.,~" ............. -·-- __ .__ 
. 
. . . . 
. , (·'.;'. ;. :::!) . . ... , "·'·"'"'~°::'::::'~c:::\:"::. '"··:"~±-~·"··'"..'· ,. -~-· ... :'. .•. : .. ··_, ......... . 
. · · .·. · .- · · ·comp.lex modul.j. for each l·ayer. wei:e used. Allowances - ' ... . . 
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.-.. --·-···----- ---: . 
ne·eded ·to compensate· for decreasing the . surface · thickn·e.ss • 
. 
' 
.·.one .. inch· while maintaining constant .. surface defl·ections. 
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. ~{Coffman, Ilves and Edwards; 196·8) . 
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4e5 Factors Relatin~ to the Structural Coefficients 
The use of structural coefficients greatly 
enhances the AASHO Desig~ procedure for they allovJ 
various combinations of acceptable designs to be 
readily examined() Hov1ever, the concep't of structural 
coefficient has several serious shortcomingso 
As indicated in Seca 4o2, the practical evalu-
ation of the coefficient values by standard tests is not 
possible either for m~terials used at the AASHO Road Test 
·.·or for other types of mater~als used elsewhere o For 
this reason, equivalent strength ratings are frequently· 
, ·used to measure--{ the effectiveness of road bui.lding 
.materials. 
-55. 
. .. '. 
. - ... 
• 
. 
. . . 
. 
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The difficulty in establish~ng these value$ ·. . ._ .\, 
. :-
' . is.·.twofold. There are serious doubts as.to whether the 
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· ·behavior·.· · Secondly, compl~x . arid_ extensive testing · 
•. :: .· ·.:. '. / 
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:demonstrate that the beh,avior ·of .pavement material can- . . . - --.•--.-· ... ·-- - . 
_; ___ ;:_·,_-·_ ~-,~.:.-.. '.·.·not,.:-. at present, . be adequately des-cribed •. Ypung Is it-.,·. 
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· values have. been .. ·found to ·vary with the factors given 
. . 
in·seco 4.3ol a. 
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. · The· behavior of···a .layered. system,· and hence··.· .. 
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boundary and continuity conditions, the criteria 
established for equivalency and the relative position, 
strength and thickness of each layero· Thus it appears 
that, at best, equivalency ratios and structural coef-
ficients are variableo A more accurate picture of the 
possible range of these coefficients should be established 
for· all adverse conditions which are normally obtained 
under conventional loading and environmental conditionso 
In addition, further research is needed to~theoretically ~ 
account for the non-ideality of pavement systems. 
A recently completed study has considered the - - . - - - . --- . -·. - -~ - - . 
. - • 't· 
. ' .. 
consequences of using incorrect structural numbers when 
.predicting pavement life by the AASHO design method 
(McCullough. and Van Til, 1968).· The general AASHO 
. . flexible pavement formula was differentiated with res.peat. 
. . . ·to. the structural number, and. percent errors introduc.ed 
in that term to determine the variation ·in the calculated .· 
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VG- SUBGRADE SOIL SUPPORT 
c5~1 Soil S:apport in the AASHO besign Method 
~e concept of a subgrade soil support term 
vas advanced by the AASHO Coro.mittee so that the design 
method developed from the Road Test results could be 
extended to geographic areas ivhich have soil characteris-
tics different to those at the test- siteo The assumed 
· relationship betiveen soil support and number of axle 
loads, and its incorporation·into the design method" are 
, 
-given in Chapter ;1:Io Hence, a soil support value must 
·be either assumed or determined for a proposed roadbed 
• 
prior to using the design charts, (see Fig. 2). 
The fundamental problems are involved in the 
• 
·, ··. · soi1. support concept. · First, there i·s no basic physical 
.. 
·re1ationship between the soi~· support term and currently. 
· .. ·,115ed tes-ting methodso · Secondlyu there are no-rational .. 
.. ·. ··:·.· · .. ··· · __ ·.·~or definite ·exper-imental methods for establishing va*!.~·. 
·. '• '. '.-
. .. 
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program was carried out at the Road Test in order to 
de~termine the subgrade soil properties by the best 
available methods o In addition, samp·les of the soil 
were tested by a large number of agencies throughout 
the country (Skok and Fang, 1961)0 The results of the 
site tests, and that done by other groups, served as 
a·basis for the correlation studieso The AASHO cor-
relation charts were based on 
-
lo R-value (California) 
2. R-value (Washington) 
3. CBR (Kentucky) 
. . .. .. . ' 
. 
. . 
CBR ·(Kentucky, for bituminous bases). 
. 
5. Group Index 
.. 
• 
·· As $hown in Fig o 3, the R-value and Group Index scales 
. . 
·. are· linear and ·the CB~ scales are logarithmic. 
. 
. 
Severa.I similar correlation ·stu·dies have been 
. . ~ . '._ . . . . 
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subgrade soil a:11d crushed aggregate bas_e course· re·s·u1·te;d·_· 
· ·in- CBR values of 3 .. and 110. respecti~ely e .- The soil 
. 
support .values ·of 3. and 10 were repla·ced by th~ Illinois 
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• ·• I 
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bett"1een soil suppor·t and Dynamic CBR was assumedo The 
other three tests were tied into the soil support scale 
by equating their results to 'those from the bynamic CBR 
tests (Sorbe, 1967)0 Graphical relationships between 
the soil support term and results from each test were 
.established for design purposes o 
The state of Massachusetts formulated a similar 
correlation scale between CBR and soil support (Tons, 
Chambers and Kamin, 1965)0 A literature survey of· 
available information covering support values for the 
co~paction methods desired by Massachusetts resulted in 
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computed ultimate bearing capacity, based on trj~axial 
tests, a11d subgrade soil suppor·t values (Sowers, 1965) 4J 
The use of undrained triaxial tests was also 
proposed by South Carolina as a means of finding the 
subgrade support of the roadbed at sixteen sites (Chu, 
Humphries and Fletcher, 1966) o The tests were conducted 
on disturbed specimens whose density and water content· 
equaled those which were assumed to exist during 
constructiono Samples 4 ino in diameter and 8 • 1no high 
-60. 
• 
were subjected to lateral pressures comparable to those 
existing under 18k loading conditions in the field and 
the modulus -Of deformation of the soil determinede The 
results of additional tests on AASHO embankment and 
. ) . ' 
. ',• 
- ~- ' ' ... 
. . 




granular base material, both by South Carolina and others, 
', 
served as a basis for a correlation between the-soil 
·support term and the· logarithm of the zqodulus of deforma-.• 
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support conditions at the AASHO test site~ Various 
values of thicknesses and elastic moduli of the surface 
were selected to cover the ranges normally encountered 
in practiceo Standard dual wheel, 18 kip axle loads 
served as a basis for the assumed model loadQ Vertical 
compressive strains in the subgrade and tensile strains 
-61 
in the bottom fibers of the asphalt surface were calculated. 
These values were related to the weighted number of load 
applications obtained from the standard AASHO design 
. .-
equation. The evaluation of the trends between number 
of applications and derived strain resulted in a logarithmic 
scale between soil suppo~t and resilient moduli values. 
I 
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, layer analysis has indicated that subgrade compressive. 
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. the~_suhgrade -,therefore become more critical (Seed, Mitry, · . 
· ··.Mon,;ismith ·and· Chan11 1967). · Thus ~_nowledg~ of the_·behavior ·-
of the subgrade is important and the magnitude and yariation· ·· 
. 
. . 
· of the -subgrade' s -properties ·contribute to· the overall· 
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behavior of the structureo 
A significance study indicated that, similar 
to the struqtural number, small errors in the assumed 
values of soil support lead to large errors between 
the actual and calculated number of load applications 
as determined by the AASHO design method ·{McCullough 
and Van Til, 1968) o As with the structµral number, 
underdesign resulting from overestimating the soil 
support value results in more significant errors than 
if conservative values were selected . 
At present, correlation charts are the only. 
I 
• 
~ractical means of relating soil propertie~ to the soil, 
support values required by the AASHO design. However, 
further research is requir·e~ to adequately d.emonstrate 
that these metho~s actually .evaluate in-situ behavior·. 
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The behavior of the AASHO Road Test pavements 
·were evaluated under a definite, controlled loading 
programo Each series of related sections, or loops, 
were subjected to axle loads of known magnitude, con-
figuration and frequency in such a manner that the 
effects of very light to very heavy loads could be ob-
served. The analysis of the performance data, as sum-
.marized in Chapter II., was based on the relationships 
between structural design, change in ~erviceability 
and accumulated 18 kip axle loads. The equivalent axle 
_concept allowed various .types of loads to be reduced to 
a .common or equivalent number of repetitions in order 
-63 
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6a2 The Equivalent Applica~ibns Concept 
The AASHO Road Test loadings v1ere very 
limited when contrasted to the wide range of vehicle 
size, type and speed normally encountered under actual 
situationso The conversion of mixed traffic into forms 
related to the AASHO conditions can be e:,{pressed by 
either mixed traffic or equivalent applications theory 
(Scrivner· and Duzan~ 1962). 
The mixed traffic method provides an approach 
for summing the results of individual weight cl~sses 
based on representative samples_. The relationships 





load and design from the AASHO Road Test data were applied · 
to·· each weight class in a manner which allowed the summation · . 
• • of all repetitions in each class to be ev~luated·. ~ However, 
the res~l ting mixed tra·ff ic theory formulas were· in forms 
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where one axle load type was denoted by the subscript 
Ra"o An equivalency ratio, or factor, between this 













The factor, R!, was a function of the struc- · J. 
tural number, axle configuration and terminal service-
abilityo Equivalency factors have been· based on the 
18 kip single axle loa~ and tabulated for design purposes 
(HRB Special Repor~ 73, Appendix B, 1962). 
.. 
. . -
. . ' 
6.3 Uses of the Equivalent Applications Concept 
Many ~actors_ enter into the practical conversion '/ 
o.f. -mixed traffic to equivalent axle :toads. Foremost 
• 
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cx-iption of the traffic over a pavement section requires 
.parameters which must be approximated by san1pling ·techniques 
·to obtain a representative traffic history.. Several fu11da--
·mental steps tv'ill be given to develop the basic approach 
·~ed in traffic studies Q 
lll possible types of vehicles are broken down 
. 
. into axle load categories which are ~ormally divided into 
2 kip incrementso Loadometer or vehicle load studies then 
weigh vehicles passing a sp~cified section over a pre-
.determined period, such as 24 hourso In general, only 
tiucks and other heavy commercial vehicles are weighed 
due to the basic similarity of automobile weightso The 
total number of equivalent axle loads is then t~e summation 
. ' 
.---·· • .,_ * .• 
~.· . 
... ,·:--··.···:_of the_number of equivalent loads in each weight class, as 
. , ~ --
.. 
,,• 
' ~ ' . . 
. . ~· 
converted· by using. th~· .appropriate factoi. - .·, 
; .. . . . . 
' .. _·. . 
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A recent study has indicated that nine 
indpendent variables commonly affect traffic floi~.r at 
a specific site (Deacon and Dean, 1969}~ These 
include road type and direction, availability of alter-
nate routes, type of service provided, traffic volume, 
allowable gross weights, 0 geographic area, year and 
seasono Determining methods to encompass and correlate 
the variables has proven difficulto -The significance 
of these items is twofoldo First, the study indicated 
that traffic data observed at one location may not 
readily be extended_ to another without very careful 
consideration of the factors involved. Secondly, changes 
or trends in.any one of the variables may invalidate 
traffic pred_ictions established for a given roadway. 
,t· 
• 6.A Traffic Data 
. ~ 
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and anticipated equivalent axle loads to be developed 
and used to estimate the traffic history at each site 
(Karrh and Stephenson, 1967) o Visual classification 
of traffic into several broad categories was carried 
out at each site not covered by existing datao Approxi-
mate equivalent 18k applications wer~ then obtained from 
the count and estimated i~1eight survey by the procedures 
recommended in the AASHO design methodo 
• 
Count surveys for the type and amount of each 
vehicle were available during the Virginia studyo The 
conversion of this information to 18 kip equivalent wheel 
loads was based on values established at loadometer 
stations with similar traffic conditions. The equivalency 
factors presented in 1966 by the Bureau of Public Road's 
· Truck Weight Study were used in preference to·those 
:. 
t . 
. · originally rec6mmend~d by the AASHO_ ·oesign Commit.tee·· 
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vehicles and concluded that traffic load studies should . . I ·' . , .. 
be conducted over s~veral periods sp~ced throughout the year 
(Kersten and Skok, 1968)0 
Loadometer data from 19 stations throughout 
Illinois was used to formulate axle.load distributions 
which were considered applicable to the entire rural 
primary system in the state (Chastain, 1962)0 Based on 
many years of collected traffic data, general projected 
. . . . k graphical relationships ·were formed between 18 EAL's per 
. . . 100 commercial vehicles and any specific yearo This allowed 
the total equivalent applications to be determined from 
trQck countso The effects of passenger cars was determined 
indepen~ently on the basis of a normal 4000 lb •. vehicle. · 
., 
., 
· The state of Massachusetts has broken its traffic 
. 
. 
- -... · data into weight classifications· other than those establish~d 
•. · .by the AASHO methqp.. . This r~guired that revised equivalency ··· . -. ___ -
' 
' . ' 
,factors be calculated in terms of the previously defined 
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A :r~ce·n~ study _of the AASHO design method sum- · -----
marized several basic traffi_c analysis ·met}:lods ·currently·-·:.: ··· 




·· sions are. >s~_1ect.ed· · and how the inform~tion obtained b·y,. -
. '·traffic counts and loirdometer studies is related and ,, 















tions a.nd methods used to project the data, reflect the 
many different systems for handling traffico The survey 
i 
· concluded tha·t the l0adometer data re·duced by the BPR' s 
'W4 tables -v,as the best available method. 
605 Further Research Requirements 
The equivalent applications concept, obtained 
from the Road Test findings, serve as basis for incor-
porating traffic data into. the AASHO design method. 
Revisions by the BPR in the actual values of the 
equivalency factors are felt by __ some to ·be more accura~e -
than the originally recommended values. Theoretical 
studiesu using elastic layer theory, are currently being 
. considered for finding load equivalencies ·(Huang, 1969). 
, These are, at present, limited, for only the effects -of 
· design/} sing.le wheel load and critical. strains arid . 
·. 
' ·-. < 
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development of the Road Testo Irick pointed out that 
.. t. ex1s 1.ng techniques • in traffic counting were adequate 
but loadometer information 8 in general, v1as inadequate 
for the AASHO design methoda The same general 
, . 
conclusion 
has been advanced by McCullough$ In addition, it is 
possible to obtain a wide range of results from the 
same fundamental data by using various existing traffic 
projection methods currently availableo It is pointed 
out that this may not be significant within a state 
which, through its own experience, has probably learned to 
inherently compensate in other steps in the design method. 
·However, the general use of incomplete or simplified 
methods is not advised for it can lead to serious errors. 
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VII. REGIONAL FACTOR 
7ol Phi10S0£hj[_ 
A regional factor was incorporated into the 
AASHO design method to account for environmental 
influences on the behavior of a highwayo The assumed 
relationship between regional effects and pavement 
lifeu and its inclusion into the general AASHO design 
formula, is given in Chapter II, (see Fig. 2) • 
It was recognized that no rational procedure • -••• ! 
. ! . 
' ....... ' -~ 
. 
wa·s available to evaluate the regional factor for the 
variety of conditions present throughout the country. . . ,, 
. {~ 
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variables, such as precipitation, frost, drainage 
and grade, have been reconunended by the Guidelines 
as being areas of potential interest ·for individual 
states (Irick and Hudson, 1964)0 
7.2 ~!:'virorunent--Evaluation br States 
Various states have attempted to experimentally 
evaluate regional condi~ions for their own specific 
. 
localeo These have generally been carried as part of. 
a total assessment and study of the AASHO design methoQ. 
A performance study in Alabama suggested th·at 
the behavior of a wide variety of sites cou.ld be better 
··_explained by dividing the state into seyeral geographic 
regions. However, it was.concluded that_ regional factors 
. 
. 
required ~o explain the variations in pavement behavior . 
. . 
. 
··were excessiv~ly large and that the effects of climate 
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a.lloi~able spring tonnages on Minnesot~ 's highways.,. No 
worlt was directed to1ivards developing an ll.tA.SHO regional 
factor but furt.her research into the general area of 
environmental effects was recom.mendedo 
Illinois found that the direct application· of 
'the PASHO formulas did not cor·rect.ly express the deteri-
·oration of serviceability for its highwayso. However, 
. the formulas·did follow observed trends if somewhat 
-weaker structural designs were assumed o The use of· a-
. ~\ 
·time exposure factor was proposed which would alter the 
- · ·Road Test results to fit the observed performance · 
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correlated with those observed at the TTI Pavement 
Test Facilityo Three regions of equivalent pavement 
behavior and corresponding design values of Cr were 
proposede A continuation of this study divided the 
state into five regions and revised the regional 
factors (Schrivner and Moore, 1968)0 Although these 
values are applicable to the Texas design method, 
their relationship to the regional factor, R, was not 
•• given. 
A blanket 15 percent increase in calculated ... 
st~uctural requirements for use in Massachusetts high-
ways was proposed du~ to frost problems, construction 
. 
. te~hniquesg material di~ferences and long term.effects 
(Tons, Chambers and Kamin, 1965). The increase, which i ,,.· 
is comparable to a regional factor of 3, ~as based 
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1963; Jumikis, 1967)0 The significance of environmental 
conditions on basic material strength was discussed in 
Chapter IV and Vo However, judging by the results of 
recently completed projects, there has been very little 
progress in the development of specific regional factors. 
A recent study, examining various aspects of 
the AASHO design method, revealed that misuse of the 
regional factor can lead to serious over or under design 
(McCullough and Van Til, 1968)0 The error between actual 
and anticipated road life increases rapidly with decreas-
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ing values of the regional factor. The study·also pointed 
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VI I I ~ SU~-1.ARY 
The development of tl1e fundamental AASHO 
design equations express the underlying concepts of 
structural design, soil support, accumulated axle 
loads and regional effects. Basic understanding of 
the framework and inherent limitations of the analy-
sis is required before the method can be applied with 
any degree of success • 
. The AASHO performance equations, and those 
resulting from additional research, emphasize the 
importance· of the performance criteria as a means of 
\ . 
evaluating the suitability of a highway. The use 
of·mathematical models describing deterioration have· 
l~ad to techniques for predicting pavement. life; 
. 
. assessing material strength and understanding cqmposite · 
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new ones for material used elsewhereo Correlation 
·studies using relatively standard testing techniques 
have only partially satisfied this demand., 
Since currently employed conventional,. 
testing methods generally examine only one limited 
·Strength parameter and are applicable to one type of 
material, much emphasis has been placed on developing 
. laboratory and f·ield tests· which more closely approximate 
the in-situ conditions o The purpose of such tests ·is 
to determine the equivalent strength of a variety of 
material types under realistic· loading conditions .. 
,Equivalencies based on different types of dynamic modul·i .. 
.. CJbtaineq _f~qm· repea~ed-_loap. or seismic tests are unde};: . .._ 
current examination. .. 
·~ 
' . . 
. · . The need for· a better· rational approach .. to·· 
-------- ~-
·c..--
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.. . ·. ,,pavement behavior __ has· ·1ead to extensive examination -and · · _ .... 
· us·e of multi-layer, ·elasti.c solutions~ Although .not· 
. . ';._. . 




· · theoretical s't;udies have greatly. increased the under~ . ' . 
... ~-; ·. · -.. standing' of significant ·in·terrelationships · between tije 
. . . 
... ~ny _facto.rs· invol'.ved in pavement behavior •. .. . . - . 
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have been made in using field testing techniques to 
evaluate the soil support factoro 
The AASHO design method is based on prior 
knowledge of the loading conditions over the life of 
the highwayG Furthermore, the estimated mixed traf-
fic must be reduced to standard 18 kip equivalent 
. axle loads by traffic equivalency factorso The 
nwnber and distribution of various types of traffic 
is found by count and loadometer studies. This 
information may be reduced and projected over the 
. 1:1 
'\. design ife by a number of currently available methods • 
• • ~~ ,--~ - ':~-... -I '. \~ ·: ~ f .. : 1 - • 
. · .. :. .- -·F ·~. ~ - . -· 
·.·· ·.f 1 
. - Guidelines were sugi~sted by the Des{g~ 
Committee for specifying the regional factor based 
· on general environmental conditions. It ·was. originally~~ 
·· intended that this factor. could best be defined by 
. :. ...... ,. 
. 
. individual studies in each state. As a whole, altho~gh 
li,ttl_e · suc~ess has been met .in_ ,;d~veioping a rational .me~J:¥.)d . .. . . . . .. . - --· 
-
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Jrir $ corrcLusror'1 
The Al\SHO design method,, either in part or 
in total O has received v-;idespread acceptance through-
.out the country o The rapid acceptance and adoption of 
the design method pointed out the need for a corr•pre-
hensive national·road test research program whose 
.magnitude exceeded anything which could be accomplished 
by inc:lividual states. ·The AASHO Road Test has .per-
haps been the_most significant single event in the · 
history of __ roadbuilding for it offered, in add.:j. tion 
. ', .. ' to the design method, opportunities to explore new 
methods of analysis and to develop new ~quipment·and 
·. testing techniques. _Further,- the Road Test has served 
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' .. on . a statistical basis. . • • ·:_·,_-.,p As· a·_. consequence, terms s·uch as - . . 
. ---··------- . --~. ---- --
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· <. - : · -Zn additi.on, the- Road· Test ·w?ts conducted ·in one environ- .· 
ment and. on. one ro.adbed.· . The nece·ssary ·elements of .·soil-
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support and regional factor were only indirectly 
eval11ated in ter·ms of arbitrary math~atical models o 
As with the structural coefficients, the soil support 
and regional factors do not·readily lend themselves 
to rational analysis and experimental evaluationa 
Although important advancements have been 
made, especially in the area of material strength, no 
one satellite study program has successfully covered 
each aspect of the design methodo More significantly, 
several states which are most active in highway 
research, such as Texas and California, have not 
adopted the design method\. i . . . 
A recent study of current p~actice pointed-out 
that many states use the AASHO method without modifica-
tion, and develop the.necessary terms mainly on the 
-81 
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fl.uences f} long term loading conditions and ~the effects 
of mixed trafficu require much further s·tudy a 
The use of theoretical multiple layer, elastic 
solutions has shown promise as a means of finding signif-
-82 
icant trends in behavior. Ultimately, material prop~rties 
··may be defined well enough and the existing theories 
· · ·111odif'ied to the extent that actual pavement behavior may 
.. 
be rationally defined. 
The satellite study programs and parallel 
.resear·ch have contributed greatly to the understanding 
of- highways" but have as yet failed to establish the 
necessary testing techniques and methods of analysis 
required for a satisfactory evaluation of ·the·variables 
iequired: by .the AASHO design method •. 
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